
 

Robo-revolution: From lab to market
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Peter King, team lead of Continuous3D. Credit: Nick Pitsas

Dr. Peter King, a manufacturing researcher at our Clayton site, came
across a problem in the lab six years ago. He found that before the team
could start any lab work, they had to spend a lot of time programming.

"This was the case with every new project, and it created a time
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management problem for us," Peter says.

Continuous3D was born. It was initially a strategic project intended to
make lab work more efficient. It has now evolved into an entrepreneurial
venture, with Peter leading the charge.

"Once we had Continuous3D running in several of our labs, we started to
ask if this could be useful to anyone else," he says.

A robot needs to be programmed to do each task. Every time work
comes in, the task may be something completely different—especially
with repair work. Continuous3D technology enables robots to work in
unstructured environments, and do jobs like repair machinery, with
software that allows the robot to scan and understand its environment.

"Robots are actually not very smart, they need a lot of programming, a
lot of instructing, in order to get them to do what people want them to
do," Peter says. "We give the robots brains."

With Continuous3D, the robots are smart enough to do jobs that
normally require manual labor. This allows the humans to concentrate on
more important tasks, which increases productivity. It also addresses
safety concerns, as it leaves the more dangerous or risky repairs to the
robots.

While the technology started in our labs, Peter and the team have
discovered the problem exists in several different applications and
industries. While exploring how to best commercialize their technology,
Continuous3D started working with industry to conduct demonstrations
and industry trials.

Validating technology to create more valuable research
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https://research.csiro.au/onalumni/continuous3d/
https://techxplore.com/tags/robot/
https://techxplore.com/tags/repair+work/


 

How did they take the project from our labs to market?

"It started with understanding the market. We needed to find out if other
people were experiencing similar problems with robot programming
inefficiencies," Peter says.

From there they participated in ON Prime, a program designed to help
researchers test their assumptions in the market and validate the need for
their solution with customers. Through this program the team spoke with
a range of industry contacts and companies, and found their experience
was common. They have continued conducting customer conversations
as their idea keeps evolving.

"Regardless of what you are working on, it's always useful to investigate
how a technology is solving other people's problems," Peter says.

"That should always inform our research… does it make sense from a
practical use point of view? Are people going to pick this up? Even if
the technology is great, even if it's two times better or 10 times faster, do
people really care about it?

"Understanding that is very valuable because it ultimately creates more
valuable research."

Learning through connections and conversations

While ON Prime helped the team to confirm there was a pain point, and
people wanted to buy their technology, the focus of ON Accelerate was a
little different. Peter and the team had identified there was commercial
opportunity, but didn't know what that would look like. Their goal was to
become investor-ready.

Peter says one of the biggest benefits to joining ON Accelerate was the
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time, energy, and headspace it gave him to really focus on the project.

"It's having that opportunity to spend time on your idea, your team and
what you want to do," Peter says.

"Especially when, without a program like this, you wouldn't have had a
lot of bandwidth to do so."

Making the most of this opportunity, the program was a period of
intense learning and development for the team—with online learning,
coaching, mentoring, in-person workshops, networking, and customer
interviews.

As an accelerator program specifically for researcher entrepreneurs, ON
Accelerate helps participants to clarify and solidify their business models
, their customer problem and offering, and supports them in improving
their entrepreneurial skill sets.

"There's so many aspects that you need to consider when
commercializing technology and the ON program has really impressed
me with the way that it conveys that," Peter says.

"It's given us heaps of exposure to different people and conversations.
There is a lot of help from the coaches and facilitators.

"There are also the connections we've been able to make with industry,
investors, and just other people like us, who have had startups or
thinking about forming one right now.

"Speaking to them about their approach and trying to learn from them…
they've been the really big things we have gotten out of ON."
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https://techxplore.com/tags/online+learning/
https://techxplore.com/tags/business+models/
https://techxplore.com/tags/technology/
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